**HOMEPAGE**
On the Homepage you will find a search bar for keyword searches, the "Find a Title" feature, a glossary and your Bookshelf.

**SEARCHES**
For accurate searches, use "Find a Title" or the navigation bar at the top of the page. LexisRecommends are titles which should be particularly useful!

**HALSBURY’S LAWS**
This can be found as the default top option on the Homepage Bookshelf. Think of it as a legal encyclopedia.

**CASES**
In the Case name field, enter either one or both party names. "Case Overview" gives you the history of a case and the judicial treatment the decision has received. Citations highlighted in blue are links which will take you to that version of the case report.

**LEGISLATION**
Enter the legislation title in the Title field. A suggested search will appear in a drop-down box which shows terms that closely match what you have entered. Remember to have a look at Halsbury’s Annotations by clicking the yellow speech bubbles to find out more!

**FIND OUT MORE**
You can search for Journals and Commentary as you would anything else. A particularly useful tool is found on the right hand side of your case law search. By clicking the "Find Out More" tab, you can find relevant commentary, debates and more!

**GLOSSARY**
The Glossary on the Homepage is the perfect place to search any legal term you can think of. It’s a great way to decode legislation or textbooks. Once you search a term, you will be given relevant cases, commentary and practical guidance.

**NARROWING**
Searches can be narrowed by using connectors in the “Search Terms” box. Use the AND connector to find words that are far apart from one another or in different sections. Use the W/p connector for terms in the same paragraph. You can also narrow by using the "Search Within Results" feature.
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**Want to take your research skills to the next level?**
**Become certified by your LexisNexis Student Associate!**
Like us on Facebook for more information: FB.com/LexisNexisStudents